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Quality Flatwork Starts Before Finishing
Volume 7, No. 2
You had subscribed to Tingue
Topics at our Web site. It’s only
three times per year but if you
need to leave the list, scroll to
the bottom.
Now, see what’s hot at the
laundry.
Ty Acton, Editor

Excerpted from CSC Network News
By Ty Acton
Few things are more costly to a laundry operation than "go
backs." Yes, the dreaded re-wash! We invest a tremendous
amount of time and energy getting linen to the flatwork
department only to have it wrinkle, pick up stains from the
chest or experience any number of other issues because
something's being done improperly in the finishing
department. But oftentimes it's what happens to linen prior to
its arrival in the flatwork department that has the greatest
impact on the ultimate outcome.

Proper pH is important and should be between 6 and 7. A pH
too high can cause wrinkling and discolor white linen,
requiring rewash. The adherence to strict load weights is
important as well to ensure the linen is clean once it arrives at
the front of the ironer.

See our new sorting table at
Clean '11 booth #1836 and get a
free gift.
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As water costs rise we are driven to use less and less, thus
increasing the chance that soil remains in the linen. Soils are
often found on the ironer chest creating problems with linen
travel and cold chests. Also, reduced water use in the rinse
phase can increase the risk of bleach carryover. Bleach in the
linen is activated by hot chests leading to reduced textile life.
Compression wrinkles have become an issue with the
increase use of tunnel washers with press extractors as well
as the increase of the polyester content in linen. The higher
the polyester content the less likely compression wrinkles are
to be removed by the ironer. One way to reduce compression
wrinkles is to reduce the PSI on the press and condition linen
in the dryer for three to five minutes. Thermal shock is also an
issue. Avoid thermal shock by dropping the water
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temperatures gradually in the wash process.
Moisture retention is also important in the outcome of linen
quality. Linen too dry will not allow the ironer to do the
pressing job it was designed to do and linen too wet has a
higher likelihood of picking up any soil from the chest and is
unlikely to dry at optimum ironer production speeds.
Next issue: when flatwork gets to the ironer.

Latest Innovation I
Sling Bag Repairs Here
Before throwing away
those sling bags and
investing in new ones,
think about repairing them
and getting them back just
like new ones except with
only half the investment.
Our expert cut and sew
team can stitch, patch and
sew your worn out sling
bags so they look and
work like new. Send your TinguSling bags or bags from any
manufacturer. Send one or send hundreds. As long as they're
clean and in reasonably repairable condition, any
configuration, style or material.
To repair your bags, send them to:
Sling Repairs
Tingue, Brown & Co.
309 Dividend Dr.
Peachtree City, GA 30269

Corner Quotables
"Do not wait to strike till the iron
is hot; but make it hot by
striking."
-- William Butler Yeats, Poet
"Those who try to do something
and fail are infinitely better than
those who try nothing and
succeed."
-- Lloyd Jones
"It's a beautiful day, don't let it
get away."
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Latest Innovation II
New Super Heavy Ironer Cover
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-- Unknown Author
"Man, I really like Vegas."
-- Elvis
Enjoy a favorite quote? Share it
with Tingue Topics. Send it to
tacton@tingue.com.

Our newest ironer cover idea is 30 percent heavier than
standard covers to last much, much longer with higher
performance than standard covers. Our proprietary, split coat
design combines a stiff, resin-coated end that handles
contact with the hot ironer chest and an uncoated, flexible
end that makes installation faster and easier than with
standard covers.
See covers, pads, tapes and more in the Flatwork Ironer
Section.

Meet Team Tingue at Clean '11

Ty Acton talks with Jim and Laura Skidmore of
Florida Hospital Laundry, Apopka, Fla. at Clean '09.

Next scheduled appearance for Ty and Team Tingue: Clean
'11 booth #1836 in Las Vegas, June 6 – 9.
Call 800.829.3864 to setup a personal presentation at the
booth around your schedule.
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www.TalleyMachinery.com

www.MODLaundry.com

www.TingueBrownCo.com
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